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A new seed-coating process could facilitate agriculture on marginal arid lands by enabling the seeds to retain any available water. As the world continues to warm, many arid regions that already have ...

Engineering New Seed Coatings to Resist Drought
As the world continues to warm, many arid regions that already have marginal conditions for agriculture will be increasingly under stress, potentially leading to severe food shortages. Now, ...

Engineering seeds to resist drought
The landscape of food just got a little more diverse in Southwest Missouri. This weekend marked the grand opening of Mylene’s Kitchenette, in Carthage. It all started ...

The landscape of food just got a little more diverse in Southwest Missouri
Twenty-six year-old Shaniel Sherman was the Jamaica Observer Table Talk Food Awards 2016 scholarship recipient ... The decadent Baileys Bread Pudding and the SuperMoist Banana Bread are a close second ...

Applauding Jamaica Observer Table Talk Food Awards 2016 scholarship recipient Shaniel Sherman
Software business VROMO, which has created the world’s only SaaS platform dedicated to restaurant delivery, has appointed Pádraig Howlin as… | Technology | Technology | National | ...

VROMO appoints new Director of Engineering
Now in the second phase of filling ... of the Arid Climates and Water Research Center at the USC Viterbi School of Engineering. "There is a real need for sound science to resolve the ambiguity ...

Study shows dire impacts downstream of Nile River dam
Hagai Mesilati’s love of food started when he was growing up in the Mediterranean, watching his mother and grandmother whip up combinations of vegetables, spices and herbs as they cooked for the ...

Why Hagai Mesilati traded engineering for catering at D.C.'s Palette Dome Cuisine
"It was only the second plant species to get a complete genome sequence ... Having left the EU, the UK has launched a consultation on using gene editing to modify livestock and food crops in England.

How farmers and scientists are engineering your food
Whether a student, an instructor, a researcher, or just someone interested in understanding the roots of sociology and our social world, The Cambridge Handbook of Sociology, Volume 2 is for you. This ...

The Cambridge Handbook of Sociology
The Mall of Qatar is expected to be on time with it official opening in the fouth quarter of this year, according to a senior official of Drake & Scull Engineering, one of the major developers.. Q4 ...

Q4 for Mall of Qatar opening
To minimize the impact of food shocks, the authors of a new study suggest cities work to diversify their food supply chains.

Supply chain diversification can help cities avoid food shocks
A radioactive theft as car thieves got more than they bargained for. Last week someone took off with something so dangerous that it triggered homeland security alerts. It is called the nuclear gauge ...

Radioactive Device Stolen From Engineering Vehicle
SINGAPORE - The Singapore economy grew at a record pace in the second quarter of 2021, due to the comparison with the same period last year when the Covid-19 pandemic plunged the economy into its ...

Singapore economy grows 14.3% in Q2, rebounding from worst of Covid-19 fallout: Flash data
LAFAYETTE, Colo., July 08, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- urban-gro, Inc. (Nasdaq: UGRO) (“urban-gro” or the “Company”), a fully integrated engineering and cultivation systems integration company for ...

urban-gro, Inc. to Report Second Quarter 2021 Financial and Operational Results
On offering engineering courses in the mother tongue, the AICTE cited its survey recently where 42 per cent of the current second, third and fourth-year engineering students said that they would ...

Physics, Chemistry, Maths To Continue To Be Important Subjects For Engineering Courses: AICTE
University of Minnesota students and alumni gathered at the Civil Engineering building on June 19 to celebrate the second annual Juneteenth event ... backgrounds gathered outside and celebrated with ...

University of Minnesota students reflect on what Juneteenth means to them and what more needs to happen to honor the holiday
based cell engineering company harnessing the power ... studies for VTA-100 and its subsequent IND submission to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, the manufacturing of cells needed for ...

Vita Therapeutics Raises $32M in Series A Financing
LAS CRUCES - A team of New Mexico State University engineering students has won accolades ... Nexus program taps into NMSU expertise to solve food, energy and water challenges The project is ...

Smart Robot Bed prototype earns recognition for NMSU engineering team
Ekpo, a 500-level Agric Engineering ... the second time, we gave him another opportunity and he appeared. “At the end of the day, our regulations are very clear. We have them in our handbook ...

AKSU Debunks Gov Emmanuel’s Alleged Involvement in Student’s Expulsion
Downstream water supply and economic losses could substantially disrupt Egypt, according to a new USC analysis that offers potential solutions to avoid conflict over the dam.
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